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Executive summary 
Many organizations have traditionally realized the benefits of consolidated business applications on storage arrays. As they approach key 
decision points regarding applications and systems reaching EOL, however, there is concern that they will need to make different decisions 
for specific workloads. It turns out that companies can still realize the benefits of running multiple business applications on shared storage, 
thus achieving high levels of performance, consistent low latency, economic savings, and the familiarity and confidence that results from an 
on-premises infrastructure. 

This paper shares lab test results proving how a disaggregated hyperconverged infrastructure delivers superior performance and always-on 
availability, and how simple it is to scale both storage and compute without any downtime. It captures data across multiple business 
applications, each with different performance profiles, yet all successfully operating on the same shared infrastructure. 

HPE Alletra dHCI provides latencies as low as 200 microseconds for applications and VMs. The six 9s data availability guarantee includes 
both the applications and the VMs—not the storage alone. Scaling and upgrading of compute, storage, or both is simple and efficient 
without downtime. Resiliency is built-in with hardware redundancy and the ability to tolerate three simultaneous drive failures. 

This document includes best practice considerations and guidance, along with important configuration information in a virtualized Microsoft 
mixed application environment using HPE Alletra dHCI with an HPE Alletra 6000 array. This paper also applies to other workloads and 
databases such as Oracle®. See Resources, contacts, or additional links for more information. 

Target audience: This technical paper is intended for IT decision makers, infrastructure administrators, database specialists, and others who 
are interested in learning how a virtualized Microsoft environment on HPE Alletra dHCI can help increase equipment utilization while 
reducing costs in a mixed application workload environment. 

 

Figure 1. Benefits of HPE Alletra deployments 

https://www.hpe.com/us/en/storage/nimble-storage-dhci.html
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Solution overview 
The virtualized Microsoft solution with VMware vSphere® and HPE Alletra 6000 storage provides high availability for minimal user 
maintenance and management. Figure 2 shows the solution environment with redundant servers and storage in a vSphere cluster 
supporting the virtualized Microsoft mixed application environment. 

 

Figure 2. Microsoft consolidated applications on the HPE Alletra dHCI solution 

Important 
HPE Alletra dHCI is supported by HPE InfoSight Full-Stack Analytics (also referred to as cross-stack analytics) so users do not need to be 
solution experts. The HPE dHCI solution is supported end-to-end by HPE Nimble Storage support for HPE ProLiant servers, storage, and 
certain switches. For unpredictable growth needs, HPE Alletra dHCI is easily upgradable with either compute resources, storage resources, or 
both. This solution provides sub-millisecond latency and 99.9999% data availability in a flexible, easy to manage, support, and scale solution. 

Solution components 
This section lists a few HPE solution components. Readers will typically already understand the Microsoft and VMware® components. 

 

Figure 3. HPE Alletra dHCI solution environment with the applications 

https://www.hpe.com/us/en/storage/nimble.html
https://www.hpe.com/us/en/servers/proliant-servers.html
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HPE Alletra dHCI 
HPE Storage Solutions for Microsoft are cloud ready, fast, flexible, and efficient, and ship with built-in data protection. The HPE Storage 
portfolio covers the full spectrum of business requirements, from small to large enterprise environments.  

This HPE Alletra dHCI solution uses the HPE Alletra 6000 array for business-critical applications such as Microsoft SQL Server. There also is 
an HPE Alletra dHCI solution that uses a hybrid flash array for general-purpose applications. 

HPE Alletra dHCI delivers the simplicity of a hyperconverged platform without the limitations. Built to streamline your infrastructure via data-
first modernization, the HPE disaggregated HCI for mixed application workloads at scale unlocks IT agility while ensuring apps are always on 
and always fast. 

Key features include: 

• HPE InfoSight Full Stack Analytics • Six 9s availability1 

• Mixed application workloads without performance loss • Simplified lifecycle management 

• Management by Data Services Cloud Console • Integrated data protection and backup 

• Sub-millisecond latency at consistent high performance • Integration with HPE GreenLake 

• Nondisruptive scalable storage and compute upgrades • VMware storage plug-in for HPE Alletra dHCI 

• Storage Policy-Based Management (SPBM) using vVols  

1-click updates 
The 1-click updates feature for the dHCI solution truly simplifies solution management not for just storage or servers, but for vSphere ESXi™ 
hosts and the dHCI management interface as well. The 1-click update ensures the Microsoft solution environment remains online and 
transfers the update risks to the solution, which has the six 9s guarantee that includes all the upgradable components. 

Storage plug-in for VMware 
The HPE Alletra dHCI plug-in for VMware vCenter® provides an easy way to both access storage information and make storage changes 
directly from the vCenter interface. The plug-in is registered and installed automatically as part of the dHCI solution and accessed from the 
vCenter Client collapsed menu icon or the Monitor area in the main screen. Hewlett Packard Enterprise strongly recommends that storage 
management be performed as much as possible from the vCenter interface, which includes the dHCI plug-in.  

HPE InfoSight 
HPE InfoSight is the industry’s most advanced AI for infrastructure.2 It gives users the power of AI to create an infrastructure that is 
autonomous. HPE InfoSight drives global intelligence and insights for infrastructure across servers, storage, and virtualized resources with 
the power of cloud-based machine learning. 

 

Figure 4. HPE InfoSight showing the tested HPE dHCI Alletra 6000 

 
1 HPE Alletra dHCI site with 99.9999% availability guarantee information 
2 HPE InfoSight—the industry’s most advanced artificial intelligence for infrastructure 

https://www.hpe.com/us/en/storage/microsoft.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fvMb53C-a-w
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_FIxQsRqUVU
https://www.hpe.com/us/en/storage/infosight.html
https://www.hpe.com/us/en/storage/nimble-storage-dhci.html
https://www.hpe.com/us/en/solutions/infosight.html
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HPE App Insights for SQL Server 
HPE InfoSight App Insights is an extension of the popular free tool that adds visibility to applications. Whereas HPE InfoSight previously 
looked for problems in the storage, operating system, and VM layers, it can now look up the stack to databases, including SQL Server. 

HPE InfoSight is well-known for infrastructure monitoring and cross-stack analytics that provide visibility across both the infrastructure and 
virtualization layers. App Insights extends visibility even further up the stack, expanding to industry-leading applications, including 
containers and end-user applications such as SQL Server. It combines visibility across a set of domains to deliver a holistic user experience. 
App Insights analyzes multiple domains and correlates key details for the administrator, including details regarding the business impact. It 
helps prevent application-level problems for all users when seen in a peer’s environment anywhere in the HPE InfoSight installed base.  

Full Stack Analytics 
Full Stack Analytics is a powerful management, monitoring, and troubleshooting tool that provides expert troubleshooting of not just 
storage, but the full solution stack from storage, to servers, to virtual machines, and more. 

The following tutorials will help you become familiar with Full Stack Analytics: 

• Take a new tour of the updated HPE InfoSight web portal 

• HPE Alletra dHCI integration with HPE InfoSight—Demo 

• HPE InfoSight main landing page: hpe.com/storage/InfoSight 

HPE GreenLake 
HPE GreenLake is the edge-to-cloud platform that brings the cloud to users and brings the cloud experience everywhere. 

Data Services Cloud Console 
The SaaS-based Data Services Cloud Console (DSCC) delivers a suite of cloud services that are designed to help achieve two goals: 

• Enable cloud operational agility for data infrastructure everywhere 

• Unify data operations across the data lifecycle 

Because the HPE Alletra 6000 array is part of the HPE cloud-native portfolio, cloud connectivity is required for dHCI setup. During dHCI 
deployment, the array automatically self-registers. DSCC is only used for dHCI to register the array. 

DSCC HCI 
HCI Manager is an application within Data Services Cloud Console that extends HPE Alletra dHCI into the hybrid cloud. It provides a single 
interface for deploying and managing HPE Alletra dHCI systems across an entire organization, as shown in Figure 5. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GxAZNuuEeOM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=b3PIko31MNY&t=29s
https://hpe-my.sharepoint.com/personal/richard_wuehler_hpe_com/Documents/-%20EcoShare-SolShare/Richardw/Projects/202208%20-12847%20MSFT%20dHCI%20mixed%20workload/hpe.com/storage/infosight
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=k_ZWCSYwmE4
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Figure 5. HPE GreenLake Data Services Cloud Console 

Configuration guidance 
See Appendix B: Resources for links to many helpful documents and videos. 

Performance 
For optimal performance of virtualized SQL Server solutions, follow best practice guidance from VMware, Microsoft, and Hewlett Packard 
Enterprise.  

Networking 
Reference the HPE NinjaSTARS performance tool at the HPE SAF site to follow the best practice of ensuring you have adequate network 
connectivity to maximize the performance of your solution. For example, this configuration with HPE ProLiant DL380 Gen10 servers and 
HPE Alletra 6070 storage might have very different performance results depending on the network connectivity used; using four 10 Gbps 
ports for host connectivity rather than 25 Gbps ports will produce less than half the read OLTP or OLAP results. For maximum performance, 
confirm that the adequate port count, adapter type, and network port speeds are configured. 

Important 
It is critical to size the network to match the solution needs. Network choices can have a significant impact on performance. Consult the 
NinjaSTARS tool for additional sizing information. 

https://saf.hpe.com/
https://saf.hpe.com/
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For optimal network performance, add VMware Tools™ to the VM and replace the default E1000E network adapter with the better 
performing “VMXNET 3” type network adapter. 

Queue settings 
Best practice for vSphere 7.x is to maintain the various VMware default queue settings for vSphere Virtual Volumes® (vVols) , the protocol 
endpoint (PE), and traditional LUNs unless otherwise directed by Hewlett Packard Enterprise, VMware support, or an implementation guide. 

Policy-Based Storage Management 
HPE Alletra storage has vSphere Storage APIs—Storage Awareness (VASA) built in, which enables storage provisioning and management to 
be policy-driven processes. Storage provisioning in this project used vVols only because of the ease of provisioning and the ability to use 
VMware VM storage policies. A good way to think about vVols is as storage as a service. 

VM storage policies were created that use the built-in HPE Alletra performance policies for optimal performance tuning of VM vVol disks. 
There are built-in HPE Alletra policies for the SQL Server log, Microsoft Exchange log, various SQL Server data versions, and various 
Exchange data store versions. 

IOPS and MB/s limit rules can also be applied to VM storage policies for enhanced tuning capabilities. A MB/s limit was used in a SQL Server 
analytic policy during testing that helped maintain OLTP workload performance while providing good OLAP functionality. (Refer to the test 
cases in this document for additional information.) 

vVol disks in a VM can have different storage policy assignments as described in the VMware Best Practices for vVol Performance 
document. 

vVol datastore overview 
vVol datastores are essentially a logical set of vVols that are provisioned automatically as needed for a VM using VM storage policies to 
guide the process. A VMware vVol datastore is equivalent to an array storage container. One way a vVol is created is when a disk is added to 
a VM. vVols are visible in the datastore and the array storage container. 

RAID sets and six 9s availability 
When sizing the array, consider not only the current configuration but also future needs. The array is optimally configured with disks in RAID 
sets of 24 disks to provide six 9s availability with the least amount of overhead. The array will still provide six 9s availability with a RAID set 
of 12 disks, but with a higher overhead.  

As an example, if the array starts with 12 drives, it will need the capacity of three drives for parity and one spare drive. If the array is then 
upgraded from 12 drives to 24, another three parity drives and one spare drive will be needed. However, if the array starts with 24 drives, 
only three parity drives and one spare will be needed in the single RAID set. This configuration provides a raw capacity savings of four drives 
over the 12-drive upgrade scenario.   

Note 
For optimal capacity utilization while providing six 9s availability, it is a best practice to size the array for RAID sets of 24 drives.  

SQL Server database 
SQL Server was installed for the different SQL Server OLTP and OLAP workloads. Follow SQL Server best practices. 

Solution upgrade 
It is frequently difficult to size storage and compute resources together in an HCI solution. Often what might have worked initially will not 
work in the future and the end solution will be more costly and less useful than hoped for. 

Note 
A best practice is to use dHCI when considering an HCI solution if your storage or compute needs are likely to change over time, because 
dHCI enables you to easily upgrade storage or compute separately for better business outcomes. 

Increase storage resources 
The ability to upgrade storage without needing to upgrade compute can be a huge advantage for normal production environments because 
real environments are not predictable. 

https://docs.vmware.com/en/VMware-vSphere/7.0/com.vmware.vsphere.storage.doc/GUID-9368E15D-3493-4B71-B1FF-AFA53C92662E.html
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HPE InfoSight helps make the storage upgrade decision process easier. Figure 6 and Figure 7 show the HPE InfoSight reports for capacity 
utilization and predicted future needs. 

 

Figure 6. HPE InfoSight Volume Capacity Trend graph for this environment 

 

Figure 7. HPE InfoSight Pools Capacity historic and predictive usage graph for this environment 

Increase compute resources 
The ability to upgrade compute resources without needing to upgrade storage can be a huge advantage, just like having the ability to 
upgrade storage without upgrading compute.  

Adding a compute resource is simple with dHCI using Stack Manager, which automates all the work needed to correctly add a server to the 
dHCI solution. The HPE Alletra dHCI—Adding a new server using Stack Manager video shows in three minutes how easily this operation is 
performed. 

For additional information on scaling compute resources, refer to the HPE Alletra 6000 and Nimble dHCI—Administration and Operation 
Hands-On-lab in the HPE Demonstration Portal (select HPE GreenLake demos  HPE GreenLake for Hyperconverged  HPE 
Storage dHCI). 

The HPE dHCI entry-level product includes two HPE ProLiant servers. Testing was initially performed with two servers, and then the benefit 
of a third server was explored. Testing showed a performance benefit by adding the third server. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_AMoDcfPTLk&t=0s
https://hpedemoportal.ext.hpe.com/t1t2products
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Test tools 
Maximum performance testing was not performed in this testing because the objective was to see if acceptable performance could be 
realized across multiple applications simultaneously. HammerDB and Microsoft Exchange Jetstress 2013 tools were used during testing. 

Testing goals included: 

• Show the mixed application workload capability of the solution 

• Provide tuning insights 

• Encourage the use of vVols and policy-based management 

HammerDB 
HammerDB TPROC-C and TPROC-H tests were used to help characterize the solution. The TPROC-C OLTP transactional workload is 
derived from the TPC-C test. The TPROC-H OLAP analytical workload is derived from the TPC-H test.  

The two HammerDB workloads (OLTP and OLAP) complement each other as described in HammerDB Documentation Chapter 11: “…both 
TPROC-C and TPROC-H based workloads complement each other in investigating the capabilities of a particular database.” The two 
workloads are very different and are both used in this testing. 

The OLTP test creates many small block random read and write operations to storage with the focus on transactions or operations per 
second—faster and more transactions is better. 

The OLAP test is essentially a read throughput test of large block sequential read operations—more data is better, and timing is not as 
important. These two application workloads are very different and are easily handled together by the HPE Alletra 6000 dHCI array. In all 
cases the SQL Server Recovery model is set to Full for realistic database I/O patterns. Note that transaction log I/O operations are not 
included in the Performance Monitor database transfers/sec numbers.  

Figure 8 shows the HammerDB TROC-C (OLTP) testing performed to find the optimal user count for the workload tests. The curves show 
the Transactions per Minute (TPM) and the corresponding New Orders per Minute (NOPM) data. Two separate test runs were performed to 
confirm consistency. 

SQL Server is a well-behaved database that will typically provide a nice performance curve without drop-offs as the user count is increased. 
However, response times will degrade severely and there is a point of diminishing returns. The Virtual User count for testing was chosen to 
provide optimal TPM/NOPM performance without being unreasonably sluggish. A user count of 48 was used for testing. 

 

Figure 8. HammerDB Autopilot curves used to determine the optimal stable Virtual User setting 

https://www.hammerdb.com/docs/ch11.html
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Figure 9 and Figure 10 show: 

• Two separate SQL Server OLTP application workloads running on two VMs (sql10 and sql11) on separate ESXi hosts do not negatively 
affect each other because the HPE Alletra 6070 storage can easily handle the combined workloads. 

• The HammerDB TPM data (Figure 9) correlates with the SQL Server Performance Monitor Transactions/sec data (Figure 10) as 
expected. As a side note, those two metrics also relate to the Performance Monitor Disk Transfers/sec metric used for the Jetstress 
application. 

The black dashed line in the figures shows the sum of the two SQL Server workloads. The sequence of events is described in Table 1. 

Table 1. Description of test steps 

Area Description 

1 On ESXi host80, SQL Server OLTP workload is started in virtual machine sql10. 

2 

On ESXi host79, SQL Server OLTP workload is started in virtual machine sql11.  

SQL Server OLTP workloads running on VMs sql10 and sql11 on separate ESXi hosts.  

The solution is well balanced with no negative impact and the dHCI environment easily handles the two OLTP workloads.  

The solution is providing double the output of the separate databases. 

3 SQL Server OLTP workload is running in virtual machine sql11 on ESXi host79. 

 

 

Figure 9. HammerDB TPM data for the two SQL Server databases 
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Figure 10. SQL Server Total Transactions/second data for the two SQL Server databases  

Jetstress 
The Jetstress application is used to simulate the Exchange workload in this mixed application environment. 

Because there are no hard disk drives (HDDs) in this solution, it is necessary to limit auto-tuning by manually reducing the thread count as 
discussed in the Jetstress 2013 Field Guide 2.0.012 section 14.1.6. Tuning was performed to ensure the thread count used correlated to 
Passing tests. Testing was performed per the Jetstress Field Guide to acquire the proper thread count, which was maintained throughout 
testing. 

See Appendix A: Components and settings for additional Jetstress configuration information. 

Application placement 
Application placement within a VMware environment is an important consideration. VMware provides DRS affinity and anti-affinity rules to 
help place VMs and their applications. There are VM to VM and VM to host placement rules. Rules can be combined. 

Figure 11 shows the effect of two Exchange VMs with a total of four databases and two copies when running on the same ESXi host or 
separate hosts. Depending on the solution goals, the two Exchange VMs might need to be run on separate hosts. The same Jetstress thread 
count was used for each workload. 

The black dashed line shows the sum of the Exchange data. The sequence of events is described in Table 2. 

Table 2. Description of test steps 

Area Description 

1 On ESXi host80, Exchange workload is started in virtual machine exch8. 

2 
On ESXi host80, Exchange workload is started in VM exch9.  

Total transfers/sec increases, but the virtual machines on the same host are contending for server resources. 

3 

The exch-8 VM was migrated to a separate ESXi host.  

Maximum performance increases when VMs are run on separate hosts.  

Storage easily handles the Exchange workload no matter where the virtual machines are. 

 

This section shows that while the array is performing well, the ESXi host placement on the VM can have an important impact on 
performance. 

https://techcommunity.microsoft.com/t5/exchange-team-blog/announcing-the-jetstress-2013-field-guide/ba-p/592982
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Figure 11 shows the Performance Monitor of Disk Transfers/second metric for the database disks, not including the log disks. Log disk I/O 
should not be considered when sizing an Exchange environment3.  

 

Figure 11. Interaction of two separate Exchange workloads on two separate VMs running on the same and separate ESXi hosts 

Key takeaways are: 

• VM placement on ESXi hosts may have a dramatic performance impact. Use DRS affinity rules to help with VM placement. 

• Do not undersize the server requirements. If necessary, HPE Alletra dHCI allows compute resources to be easily increased without 
needing to increase storage resources. 

Combined email and SQL Server OLTP workload test 
This test shows two Exchange instances (four databases with two copies) and two SQL Server OLTP instances running on two ESXi hosts, 
after which one SQL Server workload is migrated to a third ESXi host. 

Figure 12 and Figure 13 are complementary graphs of the same time and test. Figure 12 shows Performance Monitor transfers/sec data for 
both the Exchange and SQL Server workloads; Figure 13 shows only the SQL Server HammerDB TPM data. 

The figures show the combined Exchange and SQL Server OLTP application workloads and either disk transfers/sec (IOPs) or SQL Server 
TPM data. The sequence of events is described in Table 3. 

Table 3. Description of test steps 

Area Description 

1 On ESXi host80, one Exchange and one SQL Server workload are started. 

2 On ESXi host79, one Exchange and one SQL Server workload are started. 

3 The SQL Server VM is migrated from ESXi host79 to the added third host, host91. 

4 Maximum IOPS with this configuration is achieved when the added host is used. Storage is not the limiting factor. 

 
3 Jestress Field Guide Field Guide section 9.2.8 Total I/O Performance 
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Figure 12. Disk Transfers/sec for Exchange and SQL Server OLTP workloads 

 

Figure 13. SQL Server TPM graph for Figure 12  
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HPE Alletra storage GUI graphs 
Corresponding HPE Alletra array web interface graphs are shown here. The important real-time graphs for latency, IOPS, and throughput are 
shown. These graphs go together for the same test run in this section as described in Table 3. 

Note that the metrics shown to the right in the graphs in Figures 14, 15, and 16 are averages over the whole time displayed in the graph. 

Figure 14 shows that the storage response times are well under half a millisecond, which is very good for the SQL Server OLTP workload. 

 

Figure 14. Storage Latency graph 

Figure 15 shows the benefit of increased IOPS from migrating the SQL Server VM to the third dedicated ESXi host. Figure 12 shows the #3 
migration event a little more clearly. 

 

Figure 15. Storage IOPS graph (migration event #3 is not labeled here) 

Figure 16 shows the throughput seen from the array for the test. Although throughput is not as important as in the earlier IOPS graph, it is 
still good to see that the two different workloads of Exchange and SQL Server OLTP are easily handled by the single HPE Alletra dHCI 
storage array.  
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Figure 16. Storage throughput graph of the test 

Key takeaways are: 

• VM placement on ESXi hosts might have a dramatic performance impact. Use DRS affinity rules to help with VM placement. 

• HPE Alletra dHCI storage easily handles the multiple application workloads. 

• Additional applications sharing the same HPE Alletra dHCI storage results in increased IOPS and throughput from the solution. Consult 
the NinjaSTARS tool for additional sizing information. 

Combined email, SQL Server OLTP, and SQL Server OLAP workloads 
This test case shows: 

• The benefit of using VM storage policies to control I/O patterns 

• The benefit of using additional compute resources to handle additional application workloads 

• The ability of a single HPE Alletra 6070 array to service the three different types of workloads 

This test uses the same two Exchange instances (four databases with two copies) and two SQL Server OLTP instances running on two ESXi 
hosts. After about 10 minutes a SQL Server OLAP analytic workload is started. The OLAP workload, with its heavy emphasis on reading as 
much data as possible, is a type of noisy neighbor workload. The OLAP workload should not impede the SQL Server OLTP application. This 
test shows how workloads can be easily managed using storage policies and additional compute resources. 

Figure 17 and Figure 18 are complementary graphs of the same time and test. Figure 17 shows Performance Monitor transfers/sec data for 
both the Exchange and SQL Server workloads; Figure 18 shows the SQL Server HammerDB TPM data along with SQL Server OLAP MB/s 
values. The figures show the earlier combined Exchange and SQL Server OLTP application workloads with the SQL Server OLAP workload 
added after testing was started. The sequence of events is described in Table 4. 

Table 4. Description of test steps 

Area Description 

1 

Exchange and SQL Server OLTP workloads are started: 

• On ESXi host79, one Exchange and one VM SQL Server OLTP workload are started (two separate VMs). 

• On ESXi host80, one Exchange and one VM SQL Server OLTP workload are started (two separate VMs). 

2 On ESXi host80, a SQL Server OLAP analytic workload is started (another VM). 

3 A VM storage policy is applied to the SQL Server OLAP data disk to limit throughput to 1,000 MB/s (1 GB/s). 

4 One SQL Server VM is migrated from ESXi host79 to a third host, host91. 

https://saf.hpe.com/
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Figure 17. Combined SQL Server OLTP, Exchange, and SQL Server OLAP workloads 

 

Figure 18. SQL Server OLTP showing HammerDB TPM values along with SQL Server OLAP throughput numbers 
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Figure 19 shows the VM Storage Policy rules area used to limit the OLAP throughput workload to 1,000 MB/s. Rules can be created and 
applied to individual or groups of vVols for powerful automated storage management functionality. To apply a new rule to an existing VM 
vVol, edit the VM and change the rule applied to the vVol. Rules can be changed easily at any time. 

 

Figure 19. Portion of the VM Storage Policy rules screen 

Figure 20 shows strong performance for the important sql10 SQL Server OLTP workload while the OLAP workload is running on a different 
host with a 1,000 MB/s storage rule limit applied. Storage response time is well under 1 ms. The graph is for the time shown in area 4 of the 
figures in this section—about 5:10. 
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Figure 20. Task Manager graph for the SQL Server OLTP workload while running the SQL Server OLAP workload in a different VM 

HPE Alletra storage GUI graphs 
Corresponding HPE Alletra array web interface graphs are shown here. The important real-time graphs for latency, IOPS, and throughput are 
shown. These graphs go together for the same test run in this section as described in Table 4. 

Note that the metrics shown to the right in the following graphs are averages over the entire time displayed in the graph. 

Figure 21 shows extremely low latency for the SQL Server OLTP and email application workloads (area 1 and 2) even with the SQL Server 
OLAP workload. The increase in latency in area 3 is due to the throttling being applied to the SQL Server OLAP workload with the VM 
Storage Policy. The reason for the increase in latency is because the OLAP I/Os are delayed by the policy rule. The other I/Os continue with 
very low response times. Figure 20 confirms the lower 0.6 ms OLTP workload response times even in area 3 and 4 of the graphs. The spike 
at the end of testing in Figure 21 was due to suddenly ending the HammerDB OLAP workload rather than letting it gracefully end hours 
later. 
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Figure 21. Storage Latency graph from the array for the OLTP, Exchange, and OLAP workloads all running at the same time 

Figure 22 shows IOPS are slightly effected by the OLAP workload until throttling is applied, and then again more so, after the SQL Server 
OLTP VM is migrated to another ESXi host. 

 

Figure 22. Storage IOPS graph from the array 
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Figure 23 shows throughput is increased significantly when the OLAP workload is started. Area 4 shows a good balance between the OLAP 
read requirements and the performance of the other preferred workloads. 

 

Figure 23. Storage throughput graph from the array 

Key takeaways are: 

• Use VM storage policies to easily tune the application workload profiles. 

• VM placement on ESXi hosts might have a dramatic performance impact. Use DRS affinity rules to help with VM placement. 

• HPE Alletra dHCI storage easily handles the multiple application workloads. 

• It is important to size compute needs to take full advantage of the capability of the array. 

• Additional applications sharing the same HPE Alletra dHCI storage might result in increased IOPS and throughput from the solution. 
Consult the NinjaSTARS tool for additional sizing information. 

Summary 
Combining Microsoft mixed applications on an HPE Alletra dHCI solution offers many benefits, including: 

• The HPE Alletra dHCI provides an excellent platform for mixed application consolidation.  

• The solution offers fast and consistent performance for multiple different types of business applications. 

• Microsoft Exchange workloads appear to have a transactional type of workload that easily shares the array capability with SQL Server 
OLTP workload demands. 

• SQL Server OLAP analytic workloads can exhibit very demanding throughput loads on the solution that can be easily managed with VM 
storage policies. 

• 99.9999% data availability is guaranteed across the entire solution (hosts, switches, storage). 

• Additional compute resources can be added without additional storage when ESXi hosts are limiting performance. 

• HPE Alletra storage and vVols provide easier as-a-service storage provisioning. 

• VMware VM storage policies provide storage integrated performance rules and the ability to easily tune application I/O requirements. 

Note 
When considering virtualization and HCI, follow the best practice of choosing HPE Nimble Storage dHCI for: 
• Ease of maintenance with 1-click updates  
• Ease of upgrades of either storage or compute resources  
• Six 9s of data availability that includes the complete storage and compute solution 
• Use of VM storage policies and DRS affinity rules to maintain optimal performance for the environment  

https://saf.hpe.com/
https://www.hpe.com/us/en/storage/nimble-storage-dhci.html
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Appendix A: Components and settings 
Virtual machine storage settings 
These deployment settings were used during testing. Follow best practices and use case requirements for your specific solution needs. All 
disk volumes are formatted with a server allocation unit size of 64 KB. 

Table 5. VMware SCSI controller and disk settings. 

Device Setting Comment 

SCSI controllers VMware paravirtual Controller 0 for boot disk. Controller 1 for application disks. 

Operating system disk 90 GB VM storage policy = Operating system 

HammerDB TRPOC-C SQL Server 
Data = 2,512 GB 
TempDB = 256 GB VM storage policy = SQL Server 

HammerDB TRPOC-C SQL Server TLogs = 256 GB VM storage policy = SQL Server Logs 

HammerDB TRPOC-H SQL Server Data = 1,280 GB 
TempDB = 80 GB VM storage policy = SQL Server 

HammerDB TRPOC-H SQL Server TLogs = 60 GB VM storage policy = SQL Server Logs 

Jetstress Data = 1.2 TB 
Logs = 280 GB VM storage policy = Exchange 2010 and Exchange log 

 

Exchange Jetstress 
Jetstress was configured and tested as a two-server high availability deployment with four databases and two copies. The total number of 
user mailboxes per environment is 500 with mailbox size and limit set to 2048 GB. The maximum database size is set to 500 GB with two 
database and two log folders used for each database. Every two databases are co-located on one database disk and their log disks are co-
located on a separate log disk on each server. The database is sized to 100% of storage capacity with target IOPS of 100%. More than 4 TB 
is provisioned for the database disks. 

Major components 
Major solution components are listed in Table 6 and Table 7 and described in this section. 

Table 6. Hardware information  

Qty Item Description 

 Server 

3 HPE ProLiant DL380 Gen10 server Dual CPU with 256 GB RAM each.  
Two and three server configurations tested 

3 HPE Nonstop 2x 10/25GbE 2p FIO Adapter Kit Two ports for host connect and two ports for storage connect per server 

 HPE Alletra 6070 dHCI  

1 HPE Alletra 6070 storage (Dual Controller) All-NVMe cloud-native infrastructure storage 

24 HPE Alletra 1.92 TB NVMe RAID 6.  
23 TB and 46 TB (12 and 24 drive) configurations tested 

2 HPE Alletra 6000 2x 10/25GbE 2-port FIO Adapter Kit Four host ports total; two adapters per an array; two ports per node 
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Table 7. Software information  

Item Comment 

Storage  

HPE Alletra 6000 OS NimbleOS 6.0.0.400 

HPE InfoSight Used for system insight and reporting, such as upgrade recommendations 

Data Services Cloud Console Required for installation of HPE Alletra along with the CLI and the user interface 

Virtualization  

vSphere 7.0.3 Enterprise Plus required for 1-click upgrade 

vCenter Server® Appliance 7.0.2 
• Manage multiple ESXi clustered hosts from a single interface 

• Deploy at each site and select Enhanced Link Mode for additional ease of use 

Storage Connection Manager (SCM) 
Nimble Connection Manager (NCM) 

NCM is renamed to SCM for NimbleOS release 6.0 

Version 7.0.2 

vSphere Enterprise Plus DRS needed for non-disruptive 1-click upgrades of the dHCI solution 

Test tools  

HammerDB load generator 

• Versions 4.4 and 4.5 

• SQL Server TPROC-C load generator 

• SQL Server TPROC-H load generator 

Jetstress 2013 
• Exchange environment confirmation test tool 

• Thread count limited for this non-HDD solution per user documentation 

DiskSpd • Windows workload stress tool 

 

Appendix B: Resources 
This section lists a few of the many available references. 

General references 
The HPE Welcome Center is a great place to start with many helpful resources including deployment guides, step-by-step guidance, and 
many how-to videos. General references include: 

• HPE Alletra dHCI QuickSpecs  

• Storage Policy Based Management 

• HPE Alletra dHCI: HCI Without Compromise 

• HPE Alletra dHCI Solution Security Guide 

• HPE Alletra dHCI  

• HPE Nimble Storage Deployment Considerations for Microsoft Exchange Server 

• VMware vSphere Virtual Volumes with HPE Nimble Storage dCHI 

  

https://infosight.hpe.com/welcomecenter/
https://www.hpe.com/psnow/doc/a00067739enw.pdf?jumpid=in_pdp-psnow-qs
https://docs.vmware.com/en/VMware-vSphere/7.0/com.vmware.vsphere.storage.doc/GUID-720298C6-ED3A-4E80-87E8-076FFF02655A.html
https://www.hpe.com/us/en/storage/nimble-storage-dhci.html
https://www.hpe.com/psnow/doc/a00114712enw?jumpid=in_lit-psnow-red
https://buy.hpe.com/us/en/enterprise-solutions/storage-solutions/storage-solutions-for-data-management/storage-solutions-for-data-management/hpe-nimble-storage-dhci/p/1011825973
https://duckduckgo.com/?q=HPE+Nimble+Storage+Deployment+Considerations+for+Microsoft+Exchange+Server&t=chromentp&ia=web
https://infosight.hpe.com/InfoSight/media/cms/active/public/VMware_vSphere_Virtual_Volumes_with_HPE_Nimble_Storage_dHCI.pdf
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Videos 
This HPE Alletra dHCI: 8-minute demo shows: 

• vCenter client integrated HPE Alletra dHCI Dashboard 

• Adding compute nodes 

• Volume creation and mounting 

• Storage capacity upgrade 

• Configuration Checker 

• Lifecycle management across the whole solution 

This Introduction to HPE Alletra dHCI video shows: 

• Traditional HCI architecture compared to HPE Alletra dHCI 

• Highest level of intelligence  

• 2.5x lower Total Cost of Ownership ESG report 

• dHCI versatility for mixed workloads 

• Why dHCI is better than buying separate components 

This HPE Nimble Storage dHCI Data Protection and Disaster Recovery video discusses data protection and disaster recovery 

dHCI Sizer 
HPE InfoSight has a dHCI sizing tool for compute and network. Additional links are on that site for storage sizing.  

 

Figure 24. HPE InfoSight Sizing Tool with virtual machine compute information 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_wtId17jL-Y
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=y9gIfG2ERMk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BWYok0EtRl0
https://infosight.hpe.com/org/00000000-0000-0000-0000-000000000007/resources/dhcisizingtool/dhcisizingtool
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Resources, contacts, or additional links 
HPE Storage solutions for Microsoft 
https://www.hpe.com/storage/microsoft 

Configuring Microsoft SQL Server 2019 and the HPE Alletra 6030 Storage Array with iSCSI using a Data Warehouse Workload 

HPE Alletra dHCI 
https://www.hpe.com/us/en/storage/nimble-storage-dhci.html 

HPE Alletra dHCI for VMware vSphere 
https://www.hpe.com/psnow/doc/a00122773enw 

HPE Primera Storage for Virtualized Oracle Databases 
https://www.hpe.com/psnow/doc/a00119963enw 

HPE Alletra 9000 Storage for Virtualized Oracle Databases 
https://www.hpe.com/psnow/doc/a00119962enw 

HPE Storage 
www.hpe.com/storage 

 

Learn more at 
hpe.com/us/en/storage/alletra.html 
 

https://www.hpe.com/global/hpechat/index.html?jumpid=Collaterals_a00127667ENW
https://www.hpe.com/us/en/contact-hpe.html
http://www.hpe.com/info/getupdated
https://www.hpe.com/us/en/greenlake.html
https://www.hpe.com/storage/microsoft
https://www.hpe.com/us/en/collaterals/collateral.a00119415enw.Configuring-Microsoft-SQL-Server-2019-and-the-HPE-Alletra-6030-Storage-Array-with-iSCSI-using-a-Data-Warehouse-Workload.html?rpv=cpf&parentPage=/us/en/products/storage/microsoft
https://www.hpe.com/us/en/storage/nimble-storage-dhci.html
https://www.hpe.com/psnow/doc/
https://www.hpe.com/psnow/doc/a00122773enw
https://www.hpe.com/psnow/doc/a00119963enw
https://www.hpe.com/psnow/doc/a00119962enw
http://www.hpe.com/storage
https://www.hpe.com/us/en/storage/alletra.html
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